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AH-300 APPA 300 Series Holster (Yellow)
Easy-to-Clean, nail hook holster absorbs shocks and protects meter. Lead and probe storage on back, lean or stand in best viewing position.
AH-300 for 300 series DMM

AH-90/100 APPA90/100 Series Holster (Yellow, Grey)
Easy-to-Clean, nail hook holster absorbs shocks and protects meter. Lead and probe storage on back, lean or stand in best viewing position.
AH-90 for 90 series DMM
AH-100 for 100 series DMM

AH-109 APPA 107/109 Holster (Grey)
Easy-to-Clean, nail hook holster absorbs shocks and protects meter. Lead and probe storage on back, lean or stand in best viewing position.
AH-109 for 107/109 DMM

AH-70 APPA 70 series holsters (Light Grey)
Easy to Clean, holster absorbs shocks and protects meter. Lead and probe storage on back.

AH-80 APPA 80 series holsters (Light Grey)
Easy to Clean, holster absorbs shocks and protects meter. Lead and probe storage on back.

AH-99II APPA 90II series holsters (Light Grey)
Replacement test probe with 65mm insulated tip for APPA 17 pen-type multimeter. Also designed to protect against accidental contacts, 1000V, 10A.

ATL-4 Test Lead Set
Replacement test lead for APPA A70, A7A, A5, and A9. Hard tips Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), 1000V, 10A, CAT. IV 600V/ CAT. III 1000V.

LP-17R Red Long Tip Probe
Replacement test probe with 65mm insulated tip for APPA 17 pen-type multimeter. Also designed to protect against accidental contacts, 1000V, 10A.

ATL-1 Test Lead Set
Hard alloy tips for long life. Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, INSULATED right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), UL listed lead wire, 1000V, 10A, CAT. III.

ATL-5 Test Lead Set
Extra strong 4mm banana tips for long life for APPA A70, A7A, A5, and A9. Hard tips Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), 1000V, 10A, CAT. IV 600V/ CAT. III 1000V.

ATL-2 Test Lead Set
Extra strong 4mm banana tips for long life. Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, INSULATED right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), UL listed lead wire, 1000V, 10A, CAT. III.

ATL-6 Test Lead Set
Replacement test lead for APPA new 60 series multimeters. Hard tips Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), 1000V, 10A, CAT. III 600V/ CAT. II 1000V.

ATL-3 Test Lead Set
Replacement test lead for APPA30/60/90/100/200 series. Hard tips Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), 1000V, 10A, CAT. III.

ATL-7 Test Lead Set
Replacement test lead for APPA A70, A7A, A5, and A9. Hard tips Comfort-grip, safety-shrouded, right-angle plug. 48" (1.2m), 1000V, 10A, CAT. IV 600V/ CAT. III 1000V.
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Advanced Instrument Technology Made Easy
Slip-on insulated alligator clips for use with test leads probe 1000V, 10A rating. one red, one black.

TC-10  Alligator Clip Set
Replacement test probe for APPA 17 pen-type multimeter. Also designed to protect against accidental contacts, 1000V, 10A.

SP-17  Red Standard Probe
Replacement test probe for APPA 17 pen-type multimeter.

TL-10S Test Lead Interface
Connect 4mm banana plugs to standard input jacks of a multimeter. Coiled cable for convenient use, extend up to 60μ (1.5m), 1000V, 10A rating.

AC-17  Carrying Pouch
Vinyl carrying case. Designed to carry a meter leads set. For APPA 17.

AC-300  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 300 series multimeter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, temp, adaptor, bead probe, RS 232 cable and manual.

AC-105  Superior Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 10 series meters. Three separate holders to carry an APPA 17 and two transducers, inside pocket is designed to carry test leads, bead probe and manual.

AC-C2  Carrying Case

AC-C1  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 39AC, 39AR, 39MR, A15/A15R, A16/A16R, and A16V/A16VR. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-C3  Carrying Case

AC-C1  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 15AC, 15AR, 15MR, A15/A15R, A16/A16R, and A16V/A16VR. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-C2  Carrying Case

AC-C3  Carrying Case

AC-C2  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, one way zipper carrying case for APPA 80, 90, 90B, 100 series, 76 and 25 multimeters. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual. Convenient S.38(135mm) belt loop accommodates tool belts.

AC-C3  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 33/37 clamp meter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-105  Superior Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 50, 60, 70 series multimeters. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual. Convenient S.38(135mm) belt loop accommodates tool belts.

AC-33  Carrying Case
Soft sided, zippered, Nylon fabric carrying case for APPA 33/37 clamp meter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-35  Carrying Case
Soft sided, zippered, Vinyl carrying case for APPA 35/30 clamp meter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-300  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 300 series multimeter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, temp, adaptor, bead probe, RS 232 cable and manual.

AC-C1  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 39AC, 39AR, 39MR, A15/A15R, A16/A16R, and A16V/A16VR. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-C2  Carrying Case

AC-C3  Carrying Case

AC-C2  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, one way zipper carrying case for APPA 80, 90, 90B, 100 series, 76 and 25 multimeters. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual. Convenient S.38(135mm) belt loop accommodates tool belts.

AC-C3  Carrying Case

AC-C1  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 39AC, 39AR, 39MR, A15/A15R, A16/A16R, and A16V/A16VR. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-300  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 300 series multimeter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, temp, adaptor, bead probe, RS 232 cable and manual.

AC-M1  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 35/30 clamp meter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-35  Carrying Case
Soft sided, zippered, Vinyl carrying case for APPA 35/30 clamp meter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-105  Superior Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 50, 60, 70 series multimeters. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual. Convenient S.38(135mm) belt loop accommodates tool belts.

AC-33  Carrying Case
Soft sided, zippered, Nylon fabric carrying case for APPA 33/37 clamp meter. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-M2  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 80, 90, 90B, 100 series, 76 and 25 multimeters. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual. Convenient S.38(135mm) belt loop accommodates tool belts.

AC-C1  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, two way zipper carrying case for APPA 39AC, 39AR, 39MR, A15/A15R, A16/A16R, and A16V/A16VR. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual, built-in belt loop.

AC-C2  Carrying Case

AC-C3  Carrying Case

AC-C2  Carrying Case
Tough, double wall woven fabric, one way zipper carrying case for APPA 80, 90, 90B, 100 series, 76 and 25 multimeters. Inside pockets are designed to carry test lead, and manual. Convenient S.38(135mm) belt loop accommodates tool belts.